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My work for several years now has consisted almost 
entirely of drawings, the medium I consider to be the 
most sensitive of the "lsual expressions.  Drawing can 
be a very Intimate experience for both the artist and his 
public because the hand of the artist Is so clearly ex- 
posed In the visual product.  Drawing, as I use It, Is a 
seeing, thinking, Interpreting, and learning activity 
rather than a process whose end result Is an Impressively 
executed and finished product.  The drawings are ends In 
themselves for me, not steps In the preparation of a 
larger, carefully designed painting or print.  If In 
preparation for anything, each drawing Is necessarily 
preliminary to the next one, for the discoveries and need 
for articulation of new discoveries are never ending. 
I have chosen the human figure, particularly the 
head, for extended Involvement, because It offers for me 
the greatest challenges In both the realm of form de- 
scription and subjective spirit.  In the past I attempt- 
ed many times to capture the life and force of a person- 
ality, but the drawings lacked a ccn"lnclng sense of 
form needed to make them believable as powerful Identities. 
I am now concentrating on the head as a form, discovering 
the many ways a line can bend and describe a form. 
Although devoting my attention to the form, I hope to re- 
tain my personal Identity and strive for the life force 
which makes each drawing experience exciting and mean- 
ingful for me. 
My self-portraits I call self-images, because my con- 
cerns are not those of the portraitist Intent on achieving 
a reasonable likeness.  They are, Instead, attempts at a 
more subjective likeness of what I am, what I could be, 
what I am afraid I have become, as well as what I hope to 
be.  Other than the mirror Image, there are problems and 
possibilities enough In the self-images tc have Interested 
me hundreds of times on paper.  My Image of myself as a 
unique personality Is, unlike my physical Image, constant- 
ly changing from week to week or even from hour to hour. 
It Is this quality of self-examination that I hope will 
pervade the remaining body of my work.  If I am success- 
ful, my drawings will eventually become so personal and 
forceful that I may not dare share them with others for 
fear of revealing too much. 
